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Oracle’s Strategy

• Deliver a Complete, Open, Integrated Suite of Database, 
Middleware, Business Applications

• Integrate components of Oracle’s Software Stack to provide unique 
value to customers

• Deliver Engineered Systems combining Hardware & Software to 
deliver breakthrough organic innovations



Oracle’s Strategy

Complete. 
Open. 
Integrated. 
Best in Class.



Best-in-Class: Leader
• Database
• Data Warehousing
• Database Share on Linux
• Embedded Database
• Middleware
• Application Server
• Analytic Applications
• Identity Management
• Enterprise Performance Management
• Communications 
• Human Capital Management
• Supply Chain Management
• Customer Relationship Management
• Retail 
• Financial Services
• Banking
• Public Sector
• Professional Services



Oracle

 

Database



Oracle Database

 

Complete, Open, Integrated, Best-in-Class

Information Management

Grid Computing

Maximum Availability 
Architecture

OLTP Data 
Warehousing

Storage Management

Application 
Development

Database 
Management

Database 
Security

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Database Strategy

Deliver Market-Leading Data Warehousing, Transaction Processing, & Information Management Solutions

With Breakthrough Advances in Performance, Scalability and High Availability

Offering Lowest Cost of Ownership by optimizing on Low Cost Hardware & Storage�



Oracle Exadata

 

X2-8

Oracle Database Server Grid
• 2 8-Socket Intel Servers
• 128 Cores
• 2 Terabyte DRAM

Exadata Storage Server Grid
• 14 Storage Servers
• 5TB flash storage
• 336 TB Disk Storage

• Fastest for Data Warehouse 
& OLTP

• Best Data Warehouse 
& OLTP Cost/Performance

• 100% Fault Tolerant & Scalable 
On-Demand

• Software Breakthroughs
• Exadata Storage Grid
• Smart Flash Cache
• Hybrid Columnar Compression
• Secure Database Machine

Unified Server/Storage Network
• 40 Gb/sec Infiniband Links
• 880 Gb/sec Aggregate Throughput
• 10 Gigabit Ethernet to Data Center



Exadata: Most Successful New Product

 

Extreme Performance



Oracle

 

Fusion 
Middleware



Oracle Fusion Middleware

 

Complete, Open, Integrated, Best-in-Class

Application Grid

Content  Management

Business Intelligence

SOA & 
Process Management

Data Integration

User Experience

Enterprise 
Management

Identity

 

Management

Development 
Tools

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
FMW strategy

Improve Business Agility & Performance with an Integrated Middleware Suite

That unifies Application Development, Business Process Management, Business Intelligence, and Enterprise 2.0

Offering Lowest Cost of Ownership with integrated Systems, Applications & Identity Management�



#1 in Middleware 
Leader -

 

Gartner Magic Quadrants
• Application Platform Suites 
• Application Infrastructure
• SOA Application Infrastructure
• Backend Integration
• Application Server
• Enterprise Portal
• Enterprise Content Mgmt.
• Enterprise Service Bus
• Business Process Mgmt.
• Business Intelligence
• Corporate Performance Mgmt.
• Identity & Access Management
• Data Integration



Oracle Exalogic Elastic Cloud

Oracle Weblogic Server Grid
• 30 Compute Servers; 360 Cores
• 2.8 TB DRAM
• 960 GB Solid-state Disk

Infiniband Network
• 40 Gb/sec Inifiband Links
• 1.2 micro second latency
• 10 Gigabit Ethernet out

Integrated Storage Appliance
• Software Images & Application Files
• Patch Centrally
• 40 TB SAS Disk Storage
• 4 TB Read & 72 GB Write Caches

• Fastest Java Performance
• Best Java Cost/Performance
• 100% Fault Tolerant & 

Scalable On-Demand
• Software Breakthroughs

• Network Performance with Zero 
Buffer Copies

• Parallel Workload Scheduling
• Dynamic Workload Balancing and 

Transaction Affinity with Database
• Built in Application & Network 

Isolation for Consolidation



Oracle Exalogic Performance

 

Extreme Performance
• Internet Applications

• 12X

 

improvement
• Over 1 Million HTTP Requests/Sec.
• FaceBook’s Web Traffic on 2 Full Racks

• Messaging Applications
• 4.5X improvement
• Over 1.8 Million Messages/Sec.
• All Chinese Rail Ticketing on 1 Rack

• Database Applications
• 1.4X

 

improvement
• Almost 2 million JPA Operations/Sec.
• All E-Bay Product Searches on 1/2 Rack

Exalogic

Exalogic

Exalogic

Alternative

Alternative

Alternative

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
http://academicearth.org/lectures/ebay-volume-statistics 120 million searches/day
�



Enterprise Evolution To Cloud

Private Cloud Evolution

Public Cloud Evolution
PaaS

SaaS
IaaS

Public Clouds

Private Cloud
• Self-service
• Policy-based 

resource mgmt
• Chargeback
• Capacity planning

App2 App3

Private IaaS

Private PaaS

App1

Silo’d Grid
• Physical
• Dedicated
• Static
• Heterogeneous

• Virtual
• Shared services
• Dynamic
• Standardized 

appliances

App1 App2 App3
App1 App2 App3

Private IaaS

Private PaaS

Hybrid
• Federation with 

public clouds
• Interoperability
• Cloud bursting

App1 App2 App3

Private IaaS
Private PaaS

Virtual Private Cloud

Hybrid

PaaS

SaaS

IaaS

Presenter�
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We believe that enterprises will want to EVOLVE their current IT infrastructure to become more “cloud-like” – to become a better internal service provider to the lines of business, BUs, departments – to provide greater agility and responsiveness to business needs, higher quality of service in terms of latency & availability, and lower costs and higher utilization.  This evolution will take time.  Not only is the available technology evolving and advancing, but enterprises are also working on the new policies and processes needed.  In many cases, the technical building blocks for cloud computing are available in advance of enterprise readiness, so we think that enterprises will evolve towards the right at different rates. 

The first step that many enterprises are taking is to move from a “Silo’ed” environment to a “Grid” or virtualized environment –moving from a dedicated, rigid, physical structure for each application to a virtual environment with shared services, dynamic provisioning and standardized configurations or appliances.  This trend is very strong right now.  Many enterprises are leveraging Grid and virtualization technologies to consolidate and reduce costs.  Oracle has a very strong and complete offering for Grid, with products in the database and middleware layers, such as RAC, TimesTen, WebLogic and Coherence, plus Oracle VM for server virtualization and Enterprise Manager for managing the entire stack.

From here, enterprises can evolve to a self-service and pay-per-use environment, similar to how Amazon works.  A user goes to the employee portal, signs in, makes a request for a virtual machine(s) with a certain amount of CPU, memory and disk, picks a VM image for database or middleware, then clicks “submit.”  If that employee’s role and entitlements allow him to have that amount of IT resource, then it auto-magically gets provisioned without an IT person being involved.  If not, perhaps his request gets routed to his manager and/or IT for workflow approval. In 10 minutes, they are up and running with a full “private PaaS.”  After he deploys the app, the system has policy-based resource management to automatically make capacity adjustments, and the employee’s business unit gets an internal charge every month based on how much IT resources they consumed.  To make all that happen, the enterprise must have policies and processes defined, and the technology must be able to support it.

Silos, Grid/Virtualized, and Self-Service Private Clouds will co-exist.  Not everything will move to the private cloud.  For example within Oracle, Development has moved to a self-service private cloud, and Oracle University is entirely virtualized and automated, but our production business apps (ERP, HRM, etc.) are running on dedicated, physical systems.  [Tell stories about Oracle IT here]

Meanwhile, public clouds are also evolving.  There are already  many different public cloud offerings.  They are at all the layers: SaaS, PaaS, IaaS.  They are specialized and isolated.

Ultimately, we think the evolution will move to “hybrid clouds” combining both private and public clouds.  For this to happen, there need to be standards for interoperability and portability, and there needs to be 

�



Cloud Computing

Essential Characteristics
• On-demand self- 

service
• Resource pooling
• Rapid elasticity
• Measured service
• Broad network access

Deployment Modes

•Infrastructure as a Service
•Platform as a Service
•Software as a service

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
we use a standard definition (Larry uses this) from the national institute od standards in technology (a relatively recently defined standard)

Cloud computing can be defined as ...

On demand self service - 
ie YOU can access computing resource when YOU want it. You specify in some form what you need (processers or processes) and it is made available for you on demand

Resource Pooling - what does that mean?
Your compuyting resources - disks, CPUs, memory etc are each put into a "pool" and can be allocated to tasks and users when they need them (ie not solio'd or dedicated to a given need)

Rapid Elasticity
If your application is successful and needs to be made available to more customers or in more countries; or if it is a time of day when everybody wants to use your application, can it be scaled UP rapidly, and then down again - without having to waits weeks to procure new machines, install operating systems, configure them and migrate software. 

Measured Service
As you are sharing in a pool of compunting resources, your usage and consumption of the resources must be measured. Most likely for recharge.

Finally, and fairly obviously, "cloud computing" is always charactered by broad network access. It must be available widely (and securely of course) to users to enable the above.
�



Oracle 
Applications



Oracle Applications

Siebel 8.1 & 8.2
• 36 New Products
• 469 Enhancements
• 9 Industry-specific  solutions

PeopleSoft 9.1
• 2 New Products
• 1470 Enhancements

E-Business Suite 12.1
• 16 New Products
• 575 Enhancements

Demantra 7.3
• 40 Enhancements
• 2 New integrations

OTM/GTM 6.0, 6.1
• 2 New Products
• 30 Enhancements
• 3 New integrations

Hyperion 11.1.2
• 4New Products
• 752 Enhancements

CRM-OD 17 & 18
• 10 New Products
• 831 Enhancements

JD Edwards
• 3 New Products
• 829 Enhancements

Agile PLM
• 4 New Products
• 500 Enhancements
• 4 New integrations

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Applications strategy :
- Offer significant functional value with easy to uptake  Applications Unlimited releases
- Deliver Fusion Applications Suite that can be adopted in a modular fashion alongside Applications Unlimited 
- Provide specialized Line of Business Applications and transformative industry processes
- Enable Oracle’s Business Applications to exploit technological advances in Oracle Database and Fusion Middleware


Releases and metrics covering the last 18 months (prior to OOW 2010)

Additional notes
Siebel 8.1 & 8.2:   8.2 released under Controlled Availability until the planned date of Q4/2011 and is targeted for Public Sector customers.  As of now we are still recommending customers upgrade to 8.1, which released in Nov 2009 (outside of our 18 month timeframe for this slide). 
8.1:  22 new products, 366 enhancements
8.2:  14 new products, 103 enhancements, 9 industry-specific solutions

CRM On Demand split for Release 17 and Release 18:
Release 17:  4 new products, 493 enhancements (including customer-driven enhancements)
Release 18:  6 new products, 338 enhancements (including customer-driven enhancements)

JDE split for E1 and World:
E1:  2 new products,  524 enhancements 
World:  1 new product, 305 enhancements 

PeopleSoft Enterprise:
Total New Features: 1470
PeopleSoft 9.1 + PeopleTools 8.50: 1,350 Features
PeopleTools 8.51: 115 Features
PeopleSoft 9.1 Offcycle Features: 5  (ePerformance 9.1 (November 2009), Career and Succession Planning 9.1 (May 2010), eCompensation Manager 9.1 (May 2010), Recruiting 9.1 (August 2010), Project Summarization and Variance Pricing (May 2010))
Total New Products: 2
Event Management (in CRM 9.1)
Service Center for Higher Education (in CRM 9.1)
NOT Included:
Career and Succession Planning – new sku on the price list, but was just repackaging of existing functionality to align with EBS packaging in this area.  No new functionality delivered.
Workforce Administration PIP – not part of the PSFT solution / stack, part of AIA
Global Payroll Argentina – not a separate sku on the price list, part of the Payroll bundle
IT Asset Management and Maintenance Management – new skus on the price list, but were just repackaging of formerly a single sku (Enterprise Asset Management)
Workforce Communications – new sku on the price list, but shipped in February 2009 (so just outside of the 18 month window)


�



Oracle Fusion Applications

Embedded Intelligence 
What do I need to know?

Embedded Collaboration 
Who do I need to reach?

Configurable Applications 
How do I get it done?

Embedded Transactions 
What do I need to do?

Designed for Cloud: Native Single or Multi-Tenant; 
Self-Service Administration & Configuration; Deployable on Exadata & Exalogic

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Fusion strategy

- Strong Early Customer and Partner Feedback
100 Modules, 7 Product Lines, 750+ Early Adopter Participants
Phased introduction to build references & ensure success
- Clear Guidelines to Help Qualify Customers
Technical and Functional Expertise in Field and Development
- Broad Program to Enable Channel Partners
60+ System Integrators with over 1,000 Consultants participate
- Modular Co-Existence Offers Customer Choice
Option 1: Upgrade to current Applications Unlimited offering’s new release
Option 2: Upgrade but also adopt some Fusion Applications modules
Option 3: Upgrade a complete pillar to Fusion Applications
- Oracle’s Clarity Will Change Competitive Dynamics
Oracle customers can make safe deployment choice
Competitor’s customers are left uncertain of path forward�



Fusion Applications 
Some of Our Customer Advisors



Oracle Systems



Oracle Server And Storage Systems
Complete, Open, Integrated, Best-in-Class

Operating Systems

Servers

Storage

Virtualization

Development Tools Systems Management

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
With the Sun acquisition, we now have an extensive set of capabilities in the different layers of hardware systems and storage, all managed by Enterprise Manager Ops Center for unified support and patching. The combination of Sun and Oracle will take hardware to the next level. The unique opportunity here at Oracle is to take the capability that we have today of integrating server, storage, networking and operating system management tools together with their enterprise software capability to create a completely new world focused on delivering value while reducing the complexity for customers. �



Previewing Oracle Solaris 11 Express

 

If It Must Run, It’s On Solaris

© 2010 Oracle Corporation

• Dramatic reduction in planned downtime
• Telemetry for proactive and preemptive service
• Designed for network served environments
• Binary compatibility guaranteed
• Over 11,000 applications

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Every single vendor has multiple operating systems they offer with their products.  Customers have preferences – Solaris is for mission critical apps – all telecomms run on Solaris.  100% of all actual Air Traffic control runs on Solaris. Linux is general purpose, all kinds of workloads – put in place in runs well.  Same price, Linux– more trained engineers (more popular).  More apps available on Lynx.  Solaris is the most popular UNIX operating systems, more apps available on Solaris for Unix.  Nothing like x86 market for Linux.  

Not GA yet, here’s a release of SW for people to try out.  GA within the next year.
SPAC / Solaris vs. x86/Linux/Windows – Intel and Linux team turns over chip very fast – to incorporate new stuff.  SPARC / Solaris much slower for reliability.  SPRAC T3 – spends in testing then entire lifecycle of Intel chip from conception on end of life.  So, levels of reliability by testing that much – SPAC system for 3-5 years.  18 months of testing.

M-series SPAC box – you could have bought one in 2000 and over the last 10-years you could put in new boards – while machine in running and have boards from different makes/ models all in the same machine – so , it can run all the versions of Solaris in the same box – constantly upgrading, while the machine keeps running and chugging along.  Reliability and continuous service.�



SPARC T-3
The World’s First 16-Core Volume Server CPU

• 16 cores/128 threads
• Integrated on-chip encryption 
• Integrated on-chip 10Gb Ethernet
• Integrated on-chip Gen 2 PCIe 

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Announced a new chip.  Intel has only 2-4 cores.  Speed and parallel processing, doubles performance over previous generation. Low cost version of SPAC chip, typically use this for Apps workload that is more important than x-86.  But, don’t need M-series. �



Sun SPARC Enterprise Servers

 

Over 20 Years Of Mission Critical Computing

• Optimized application performance

• Reliability, availability and security

• Consolidation and virtualization

• Highly scalable M8000 M9000

M5000

M4000

M3000

SPARC T3-1B Blade

 

for Blade 6000
SPARC T3-1

SPARC T3-2

SPARC T3-4

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Sun’s leadership and innovation is delivered in its products such as the SPARC server family and Solaris Operating System. 
The T-series and M-Series product lines scale from single socket blades and rack architecture to 64 socket mission-critical servers. 

Scale Right
The combination of Sun T-series and M-Series, in conjunction with Solaris, the virtualization software and flexibility of Oracle software, provides an incredible facility for customers to select the method of scaling that best suites the business systems that they are implementing, from scaling out across smaller building blocks, to scaling up on large SMP configurations, and leveraging the virtualization software to “scale within”. With this approach, customers leverage their investment by enabling the application of similar skills and talents across ALL environments, reducing complexity, risk and cost.

Unmatched investment protection
100% SPARC/Oracle Solaris binary compatibility  
Server consolidation/virtualization
Consolidate and virtualize up to 13 older servers onto�1 SPARC Enterprise system
Large scale deployments
Scale from 1 to 64 CPUs
World class performance
Over 70 world record benchmarks to date
Up to 4x faster than competitive systems
Extreme efficiency in power/cooling
Up to 4x higher performance per watt than competitive systems�



Sun Fire x86 Clustered Systems
• Maximum compute power and unparalleled I/O

• 140+ world records
• Energy and space efficient

• Only 4U 8-socket system
• Industry’s smallest 4-socket x86 system

• Choice
• Solaris or Linux operating system
• Rack or blade form factor Sun Fire™ X4470 Server

Sun Fire™ X4270 Server

Sun Fire™ X2270 Server

Sun Fire™ X4170 Server

Sun Blade™

Sun Fire™ X4800 Server

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Just refreshed those in July with latest chip.  (Westmere / Halum)

Clustered system – loads of x86 boxes out there.  We don’t try to compete against Dell and boxes from Twain.  Aimed at enterprise by putting multiple chips in box and multiple boxes clustered together.  You can scale out to however big you want to build. 
Our boxes are very dense – with other boxes – more floor space and air conditioning.  Real estate more expense than parts./
Because cluster system is put together by us, networking in solid, full-proof, high-performance – hard to replicate
Our management tools for these boxes are tied into enterprise manager, if you notice CRM is running slowly, why?  They can drill – it is laptop, db, power supply, server – anything in chain that can go wrong.  If you do this yourself, you can’t tell where the problem is.  Unique – no one in industry had enough of the stack to do this.  


The x86 rack mount server Portfolio is one of the foundation components of Oracle’s integrated system portfolio. 

Sun brings 20+ years of Enterprise server leadership to our x86 rackmount systems, enabling us to deliver the best x86 platform for enterprise computing.

Our x86 rack mount server portfolio consists of four product families, targeting specific workloads and delivering leading customer value in each category.  
 Sun Fire 4400 (2RU) and 4600 (4U)
 4200 Series(2RU)
 4100 series (1RU)
 Sun Fire 2200 Series (1RU)

We also have a storage server offer (Thumper/Thor – 4500 series)

Our goals with the x86 product include providing maximum compute power and unparalleled I/O capability, We are driving energy and space efficiency and today we have the smallest 4-socket x86 system

Finally, our x86 servers are designed with choice built in = Solaris or Linux Operating Systems (including Oracle Enterprise Linux) and a rack or blade form factor. 

As mentioned earlier today, we are driving best of breed products as well as integrated solutions such as Sun Oracle Database Machine.�



Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance

 

The Next Generation

• The new standard for Unified Storage
• Double performance and scale
• Broader integration with Oracle stack

• Database 
• Fusion Middleware
• Applications 

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
ZFS stands for Zedabyte File System.  Ped, xa, zeda – 
The world has not generated a single set of zedabyte yet.  Big box for storage data. Bulk storage.  Using it to archive – disc drives rather than tape.  

Unified storage – unifies all protocols for storing things – deal with all the language complexity.�



Summary



Oracle Hardware And Software

 

Engineered To Work Together.

• Innovation delivered faster
• Better performance, reliability, security
• Shorter deployment times
• Easier to manage and upgrade
• Lower cost of ownership
• Reduced change management risk
• One-stop support
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